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Our Education Centre. 
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.

   Unit 56 HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW. 
www.shcug.org.au 

How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form. 
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor. Fees are $40 single or $60 couple. 
Alternatively use EFTPOS transaction IMB Bank:  BSB number is: 641 800 and the account number is.
200456000, or send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576. 

Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  

Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to shcugcontact@gmail.com   

Weekly activities held in Unit 56                                                                                    Contact 
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon	 Members Helping Members.          J & M Oprey         4862-1584 
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.	                           Apple Group	             Richard Spear      4872-1960 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	              Martina Oprey     4862-1584 
First Tuesday of the month, from 10 am onwards.	 Genealogy	             	  4871-2873   and   4868-1229	  

Upcoming events. 
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On 9 August your committee organised a get together in the Scottish Arms at East Bowral for our 
tutors and members of  SHCUG’s committee. Seven were able to make it. Over a lovely lunch, several 
hours did pass before the party broke up to go homewards again. Your committee will officially meet 
again in September.  

Victor let us know that he met up with Geoff  Piggott recently. Our long time members might 
remember that Geoff  is a past President of  SHCUG, having served five years and is a life member. 
Geoff  is residing in Anthem and we would like to send him a cheerio on behalf  of  all our members.  

Joseph wrote an article on “ simultaneous threading”, a piece of  software that could make your 
computer run faster (see page 4). For the Apple enthusiasts Martina wrote about “Preview”, a 
preinstalled software program that can do more than open PDF’s and images (see page 5 and 6). 
Anyone in need of  a good secondhand laptop (see page 7)??? The Acer Laptop is still available! 

Your Committee.
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What is Simultaneous Multi-Threading? 

Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) is a feature to create multiple threads per core to provide slight 
performance gains in multi-threaded workloads. A thread is something you assign instructions and data too and 
get a calculated outcome. A core is a physical processing unit and is found in the Central Processing Unit 
(CPU) among other equipment. Each core can either have 1 or 2 threads depending on if  SMT is implement-
ed. Intel uses its own propriety implementation of  SMT called Hyper-Threading (HT), while AMD uses SMT. 

Multi-Threaded workloads are pieces of  software that can use multiple threads (regardless of  being a core or a 
logical thread). These workloads operate in similar ways to 2 people working in a kitchen making a meal that 
they both know the recipe of. They work together to cut down the time spent by one person on a meal. 

Thread 1 (T1) will normally start getting pans ready, while Thread 2 (T2) will start by getting the boards, tools 
and ingredients to the prep area set-up. Once the first tasks are done, T1 and T2 will grab at the ingredients 
and start. T1 will start with the meat, while T2 starts cutting/peeling ingredients for T1 to add when ready. 
This will go on till T2 has nothing left but to clean up and T1 has finished combining the ingredients. T1 will 
be busy for longer than T2 because it’s the cooking thread. T1 and T2 are sharing resources and T1 in this case 
can reach a point where it’s waiting for the next ingredient being prepared by T2. The thread in charge of  the 
cooking thread at this point will experience intermittent work spikes, checking it hasn’t burnt. 

This is how threads work, allocating time to a predefined task and producing results. How SMT affects this is 
by creating a second logical thread on a core by replicating parts of  the architecture and sharing resources with 
the core thread. This means resources such as the CPU cache and/or ram needs to be increased both in 
memory capacity and access speed. 

SMT is also important as the number of  cores increases, manufacturers have to make more traces between the 
CPU and other hardware resources such as RAM and Storage. Along with more traces the cores also needs 
more power to be delivered to it. Both of  these combined increase the cost of  the components to consumers. 
With SMT it allows the Mother-boards and CPUs to be cheaper while also drawing less power but can increase 
performance by 25 to 50% , depending on the CPU. 

I tested the impact of  HT on my Intel laptop by running Cinebench (a benchmarking tool for CPUs) before 
and after. I noticed a 30% drop when turned off  in the score of  my quad-core CPU. Though I did not notice 
an effect on the usability of  the laptop in everyday tasks i.e. Web browsing, Blu-ray movies and Portal (A game). 

Let’s say you want to listen to music on YouTube while you work on a large Excel file for work. When the Excel 
is calculating cells it may use 2 threads at 100% each on a dual-core SMT system, while the browser may only 
need 5% utilisation of  the CPU and can be pushed on to a thread not being utilised. By contrast, a dual-core 
system without SMT the Excel file will take on 100% of  both cores and when you try and get your music 
loaded, the CPU will have to prioritise thus slowing both down. 

Simultaneous Multi-Threading is the creation of  a logical thread next to a core thread. Which in turn provides 
a method of  processing faster with less power, lower costs and all the while it cuts down processing times on big 
tasks. Although SMT like MT is useless if  the programs don’t use multiple threads. 

References:  
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/academic/class/15740-f03/www/lectures/smt.pdf  
https://www.tomshardware.com/reviews/simultaneous-multithreading-definition,5762.html 

            By Joseph Pearsey

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/academic/class/15740-f03/www/lectures/smt.pdf
https://www.tomshardware.com/reviews/simultaneous-multithreading-definition,5762.html
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/academic/class/15740-f03/www/lectures/smt.pdf
https://www.tomshardware.com/reviews/simultaneous-multithreading-definition,5762.html


Preview 
revisited

It has been well over two years that I wrote an article about Preview, Apple’s pre-installed program that will by 
default open PDFs and images. Preview is capable of  doing much more though, in fact, it is a very useful tool 
for many common image editing tasks and export tool. If  you need to do some basic image editing now and  
then, Preview will do it for you, so no need to buy an expensive photo editing software.  

For those who like a bit of  trivia, Preview is older than the operating system inside today’s iMacs. The software 
was part of  the NeXTSTEP operating system, which Apple bought for $427 million on 4 February 1997 and 
then used this software as the base of  what we now call macOS (previously OSX). Back in 2007 Apple began 
weaving a range of  useful tools inside Preview when it was launched with OSX Leopard.  

Because Preview can open images, it supports a variety of  image formats: PDF, JPEG and JPEG 2000, TIFF, 
PNG and OpenEXR. Preview in total supports 31 different file formats. 

When double clicking a photo on the desktop, Preview will automatically open it. The picture above shows the 
menubar of  Preview, which is quite self  explanatory.  

Click on the “markup” button and you will get a toolbar with lots of  icons. From left to right they are: selection 
tools, Instant Alfa, pen (draw), pen (write), shapes and lines, text box, signature, colour adjustments, resize, lines, 
colour palette (border), colour palette (fill), type face (including size, format, colour).  

The Selection Tool: You can choose to select an item using a Rectangular or an Elliptical tool. Use a lasso or a 
smart lasso for selecting irregular shapes.  

Instant Alpha Tool: You can use this tool to automatically select the background or other objects within an 
image. Just click the area you want to select and drag your cursor. The more you drag the cursor the more of  
the image will be highlighted in red to show you have selected it. Press the “delete”  key to make this part of  the 
image transparent or copy (Command+C) your selection, making it available in Clipboard. 

Pen tools: You can use both pens for writing. You can resize the image by pushing or pulling on the blue dots. 
With the drawing pen, when drawing a line, you will get an additional dot (green). You can reshape the line by 
pushing or pulling on this green dot.  

Shape Tools: You can add rectangles, stars, and other shapes. There is also a Loupe tool which you can use to 
magnify an area of  your image, just drag the green handle (dot) to zoom in or out.  

Text Tool: Click on this icon to get a text box. Double click inside the box to enter text, the box automatically 
expands as you keep typing. You can drag the text  box to where you want it to be. You can change fonts, size, 
and colour using the Text Style tool (A) at the end of  the tool bar. 

Signature Tool: Click on this icon to sign documents if  possible in the document you are using. You can choose 
to sign using a trackpad or signing on a piece of  paper then hold it in front of  the computers camera.  
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Adjust colour tool: With this tool, when working  with images, you can perform a range of   
adjustments such as exposure, contrast, highlights, shadows, saturation, colour temperature,  
tint, sepia, and sharpness. This is handy if  your image is too dark, lacks depth or isn’t sharp.  

Resize Tool: The need to resize an image is one of  the most common tasks for those who work 
with images. The Adjust Size tab contains a range of  custom settings, such as width and height  
(inches, mm, cm, percent, points or pixels) and resolution (pixels/inch or pixels/cm). You can  
either resize proportionally or set your own dimensions, for this tap the small padlock. Click  
OK when finished. 

Cropping an image with Preview is very easy,  just double click an image on the desktop to open it. Click in- 
side the image and your cursor changes into a +. Click and drag over the area of  the image you want to select, 
a frame will outlined it with a dot on the corners and at the middle of  each side. You can push or pull on these 
dots to adjust the dimensions of  the frame. Whilst you do this, a small black label appears, showing the new 
dimensions as you go. When happy with the result, copy (command+C) and past (command+V)  the selected 
section onto another image or document. 

As mentioned at the beginning of  this article, Preview is also a Portable Document File (PDF) Reader. Adobe 
created the first PDF in the 1990s to enable documents to open on any type of  computer or OS without the 
need of  having the program which created the document, all you needed was a PDF Reader. Documents 
converted to a PDF retain their looks and layout when opened again on another system. PDFs can contain  
text, images, hyperlinks, video, interactive buttons, forms and more. 

                             
	 	 	  

You can also rearrange the order of  the pages of  a PDF. If  the sidebar of  the open PDF in not visible, click on 
the “View” button on the menubar, select Thumbnails. The sidebar now becomes visible showing each page 
of  the PDF as a Thumbnail (small image of  page). Click and drag each Thumbnail in the sidebar up or down 
into a new position. Click in a Thumbnail and press “delete” and it is gone.  

Our club has members with a PC, using Windows 10 and also members who have an iMac/laptop running 
macOS. PC’s and Apple Mac’s do have their own Operating System (OS) and these systems might not always 
be compatible with one another. Rule of  thumb is that a “Word” document (docx) composed on a PC or any 
other Word processing app can be read by Apple’s OS. However documents composed with ‘Pages’, Apple’s 
preinstalled word processing app, is not readable by a PC, unless they have the program. For that very reason, 
our newsletter ‘Keyword’, put together with ‘Pages’, is always converted to a PDF before it is uploaded to 
SHCUG’s website.  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Martina Oprey  

Once a document has been converted into a PDF you can’t do any editing any longer. 
You can though do annotations (a note by way of  explanation or comment added to 
a text or diagram). You can do this in the form of  little sticky notes. Double click on a 
PDF to open it. On the menubar, click on the Markup button to reveal the toolbar. 
Click on the “Note” icon and a small square drops down on your document. Click 
inside it and it will turn into a small yellow sticky note for you to type on.  

Highlighting a section of  a PDF is done by clicking on the button with the 
image of  a texture pen on it. Click and drag over the section you want to 
highlight, the chosen colour of  the texture pen will appear over the selected 
text. 
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Sell-Buy-Swap-Freebies
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For Sale 
Acer laptop, running Windows 10. 

$100.00 
If  interested email to: shcugcontact@gmail.com
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     The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by

Notice Board


